
SAGM  (Swedish  Adventure  Golf  Masters)

2-3  September  2023

Swedish  Bangolf  Association  and  Gullbergsbro  BGK
Invites  to

Day  2:  3  laps  for  all  classes,  then  the  Swedish  Champions  in  each  class  are  crowned.  
Ludvika  after  lap  3  and  lap  5

Oldtimer  ladies
Stroke  play:  Men,  Women,  Men's  Juniors,  Women's  Juniors,  Oldtimers  Men,

The  race  management  reserves  the  right  to  change  the  number  of  laps  in  the  event  of  a  high  

number  of  participants  or  due  to  the  weather.

Registration:

Late  registration: Post-registration  can  be  made  up  to  one  week  before  the  first  day  of  competition  for  a  
double  fee

Team  competition:

The  super  final  is  decided  over  1  lap  where  previous  results  are  not  counted,  but  it  is  a  
completely  new  competition.  After  these  1  laps,  this  year's  SAGM  Champion  2023  is  crowned

Entry  fee:

Sept.  1  at  08.00  –  21.00,  included  in  the  registration  fee.

Venue:

3-person  team  (see  separate  invitation)

Union  representative:

Plusgiro  432  22-9

Day  1:  3  laps  for  all  classes

Gullbergsbro  BGK,  MOS,  Olbersgatan  9,  Gothenburg

Ingemar  Keismar

Swift/BIC  NDEASESS

Start  time  both  days:

Superfinal:  After  6  laps  have  been  played  and  the  Swedish  champions  have  been  
crowned,  each  class  winner  automatically  advances  to  the  Superfinal  together  
with  the  12  best  other  players  from  the  straight  list  (18  players  in  total).

No  later  than  August  14  via  HCP  Online,  
International  players  via  email,  sagm2023@gullbergsbro.se

Exercise:

Competition  Director:

Game  form:

For  all  classes  SEK  950

Other  times  SEK  100/person/day.

Large  Boys/Girls  SEK  475

KL.  09.00

Judge:

Club  uniform  must  be  worn  during  training .

Classification:

Stroke  play  over  6  laps  where  the  winners  in  each  class  become  Swedish  Champions.

Maria  Möller  and  Lars  Josefsson

International  via  IBAN:  SE33  3000  0000  0311  6180  0085

Stefan  Gillberg
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Only  one  ball  is  allowed  during  this  championship,  this  ball  must  be  a  WMF  approved  ball  

awarded  by  the  organizer.

Accommodation:

Other:

Read  more  at:  https://www.wmfwagtour.com/

SAGM  is  part  of  the  WMF  tour  WAGT,  WMF  World  Adventure  Golf  Tour.

https://gullbergsbro.se/sagm2023Info

Prizes  and  medals  see  section  18.4  and  18.7.5  in  the  competition  regulations

Information  is  available  at  https://gullbergsbro.se/sagm2023
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